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Speaker Biographies

- Ron Akasaka, Smart ADR
- John Albanese, Berger Montague
- Amanda Allen, The Consumer Protection Firm
- Jennie Anderson, Andrus Anderson
- Susan Apel, Office of PA Attorney General
- Leslie Bailey, Public Justice
- Lauren Barnes, Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro
- John Barrett, Bailey Glasser
- Jerry Battle, NCLC
Laura Bazelon, University of San Francisco School of Law

Suzanne Begnoche

Lorraine Bellamy Martinez, Connecticut Fair Housing Center

Len Bennett, Consumer Litigation Associates

Andrea Bopp Star, NCLC
• Jen Bosco, NCLC

• Lauren Brennan

• Brian Bromberg, Bromberg Law Office

• Bernard Brown, The Brown Law Firm

• Ron Burdge, Burdge Wells Law Office
Carolyn Carter, NCLC

Judge Peter G. Cary

Carolyn Coffey, Mobilization for Justice

Alys Cohen, NCLC

Hannah Cole Chu, Outten & Golden
• Elliot Conn, Conn Law

• Deborah Cuevas Hill, Legal Counsel for the Elderly

• Denis Culley, Legal Services for the Elderly

• Joanna Darcus, NCLC

• Tom Domonoske, Consumer Litigation Associates
• Michelle Drake, Berger Montague

• Eric Dunn, National Housing Law Project

• Richard Feferman, Feferman, Warren & Mattison

• Carrie Floyd, Lakeshore Legal Aid

• Barbeth Foster, Coast to Coast Legal Aid of South FL
Judy Fox, Notre Dame Law School

Nikolai Frant, Colorado Department of Law

Seth Frotman, Student Borrower Protection Center

Jeff Gentes, Connecticut Fair Housing Center

Gina Chiala, Heartland Center for Jobs and Freedom
- Gary Goldberg

- Glenna Goldis, NYC Dept. of Consumer and Worker Protection

- Alexis Goldstein, Americans for Financial Reform

- Jamie Gullen, Community Legal Services of Philadelphia

- Tiffany Hardy, Edelman Combs Latturner & Goodwin
• Ashley Harrington, Center for Responsible Lending

• Stephen Hayes, Relman Colfax PLLC

• Berneta Haynes, Georgia Watch

• Nan Heald, Pine Tree Legal Assistance

• Christina Henry, Henry & DeGraaff

• Justin Holcombe, Skaar & Feagle
Dave Humphreys, Humphreys Wallace Humphreys

Heather Jarvis, Student Loan Expert

Dalie Jimenez, University of California, Irvine School of Law

Kim Johnson, National Low Income Housing Coalition

Justine Joya, Frudden & Padilla
- Maya Jumper, Outten & Golden
- Abbas Kezerounian, Kazerouni Law Group
- Kristi Kelly, Kelly Guzzo, PLC
- Kristin Kemnitzer, Kemnitzer, Barron, & Krieg
- Ahmad Keshavarz, Law Office of Ahmad Keshavarz
- Alex Kornya, Iowa Legal Aid
- April Kuehnhoff, NCLC
- Adam Levitin, Georgetown Law
- Johnnie Larrie, Legal Aid of North Carolina
- Tashi Lhewa, The Legal Aid Society
• Michael Litrownik, Outten & Golden

• Hans Lodge, Berger Montague

• Justin Lowe, Health Law Advocates

• Karen Lusson, NCLC

• Farah Majid, Legal Services Alabama
• Sarah Bolling Mancini, NCLC

• Elizabeth Maresca, Fordham Law School

• Toby Marshall, Terrell Marshall Law Group

• Alanna Mccargo, Urban Institute

• Adam McNeile, Kemnitzer, Barron & Krieg
- Andy Milz, Flitter Milz
- Adam Minsky, Law Office of Adam Minsky
- Kate Munoz, Consumer Rights Regulatory Engagement and Advocacy Project
- Ariel Nelson, NCLC
- Scott Nelson, Public Citizen Litigation Group
Chris Odinet, Iowa Law

Michael Ornstill, JAMS

Chelse Ortega, Santoni, Vocci & Ortega

Matt Osborne, Osborne Law

Judge Ashleigh Parker Dunston, District Court
• Anthony Paronich, Paronich Law

• David Philipps, Philipps & Philipps

• Michael Pierce, Student Borrower Protection Center

• Andrew Pizor, NCLC

• Anna Prakash, Nichols Kaster
• Chet Randall, Pine Tree Legal Assistance

• John Rao, NCLC

• Ira Rheingold, NACA

• Lisa Rice, National Fair Housing Alliance

• Phillip Robinson, Consumer Law Center
• Priya Sarathy Jones

• Lauren Saunders, NCLC

• Margot Saunders, NCLC

• Joanne Savage, Legal Services for the Elderly

• Matt Schedler, CAMBA Legal Services
• Thea Sebastian, Civil Rights Corps

• David Seligman, Towards Justice

• Abby Shafroth, NCLC

• Rosemary Shahan, Consumers for Auto Reliability and Safety

• Steve Sharpe, NCLC
• Jeremy Silberman, Legal Services of NJ

• Robyn Smith, NCLC

• Wingo Smith, Southern Poverty Law Center

• Rebecca Smullin, Public Citizen

• Alysson Snow, Legal Aid Society of San Diego
Robert Sola, Robert S. Sola, P.C.

Tim Sostrin, Keogh Law, LTD

Lisa Stifler, Center for Responsible Lending

Erika Sussman, Center for Survivor Agency and Justice

Stephanie Tatar, The Tatar Law Firm
• John Van Alst, NCLC

• Joe Villasenor, Legal Aid Society of San Diego

• Luke Wallace, Humphreys Wallace Humphreys

• Geoff Walsh, NCLC

• Leah Watson, ACLU
Olivia Wein, NCLC

Judy Whiting, Community Service Society of NY

Ron Wilcox, Wilcox Law Firm

Odette Williamson, NCLC

Chi Chi Wu, NCLC
Peris Yu, NCLC
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